Violence?

Have you ever been in a violent situation? I haven't, but I'll tell you what, it is not good to be in one. Violence is a very bad influence that spreads in kids. Violence allows kids to fight with one another. This is very bad influence for kids. And I'll tell you why. So if you are ready to learn why violence is a bad influence that spreads on youth kids. Keep on reading this story.

Violence hasn't really affected my life. All I can say is that, one day on the ride on the bus from school to home, everybody started looking out the window and yelling. Apparently two girls were fighting with each other. I can say that most people on the bus got a bad influence from the two girls. Then kids will want to start a fight just by receiving a bad compliment or just looking for a fight problem. If it was on my case I would try to ignore because I wouldn't be trying to fight with somebody for no reason and things that are not my business.
Causes of youth violence are that other kids will want to know how to fight, which is also well known as the kids getting a bad influence. There will be really normal kids and just by one sight of a fighting dispute, then like kids are, the get curious and will want to start a fight just for fun or by just receiving a bad compliment.

What my next actions would to be is to speak to a staff or teacher, to just start a little campaign in the school to stop youth violence. Then what I hope might happen is that other schools will follow along with this very important campaign about the youth violence. Some students could sell pins and hang banners at school, Government will talk it over and make a law to have no youth violence. Just like they did with the bullying, which is very similar to what this is... STOP YOUTH VIOLENCE!

Now you have learned of youth violence and also its consequences. Many things make violence a bad influence and will not only just be my piece of evidence that I gave
in the story. There can be many things I haven't witnessed that do with youth violence, but I have just witnessed this one time. And that is because I would never influence in youth violence because it is a bad influence.